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The lassi al thermodynami laws fail to apture the behavior of systems with energy Hamiltonian whi h is an expli it fun tion of the temperature. Su h Hamiltonian arises, for example, in
modeling information pro essing systems, like ommuni ation hannels, as thermal systems. Here
we generalize the se ond thermodynami law to en ompass systems with temperature-dependent
energy levels, dQ = T dS+ < dE /dT > dT , where < · > denotes averaging over the Boltzmann distribution and reveal a new denition to the basi notion of temperature. This generalization enables
to express, for instan e, the mutual information of the Gaussian hannel as a onsequen e of the
fundamental laws of nature - the laws of thermodynami s.
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The urrent s ienti on eption is that the theory of
information is a reature of mathemati s and has its own
vitality independent of the physi al laws of nature.
The laws of thermodynami s are fundamental laws of
nature, and in parti ular, the se ond thermodynami law
linearly relates the hange in the entropy, dS , to the
amount of heat, dQ, absorbed by a system at equilibrium, dQ = T dS , thus dening the temperature, T , of
the system [1℄. Thermodynami s is primarily an intelle tual a hievement of the 19th entury. The rst analysis
of heat engines was given by the Fren h engineer Sadi
Carnot in his seminal 1824 publi ation, `on the Motive

Power of Fire and on Ma hines Fitted to Develop that
Power ' [2, 3℄, laying the foundations to the se ond law

of thermodynami s. This paper marks the start of thermodynami s as a modern s ien e [4℄, whi h was subsequently evolved to the more general dis ipline of statisti al me hani s [5℄.
Information theory is a statisti al theory dealing with
the limits and e ien y of informati s [6℄. This theory is
one of the major enablers of modern te hnologies in the
information age, from ompressed ZIP les, CDs, MP3s,
DSL high-speed modems and mobile phones to the Voyager missions to deep spa e. Similar to the key role of
Carnot's paper in the development of thermodynami s,
the birth of information theory as an independent dis ipline is attributed to the landmark publi ation of Claude
Shannon in 1948 `A Mathemati al Theory of Communiation' [7℄.
The generi problem in information pro essing is the
transmission of information over a noisy hannel. This
entral paradigm of information theory an be mathemati ally abstra ted to having two random variables X
and Y representing the desired information and its noisy
repli a, respe tively. Noisy transmission an o ur either
via spa e from one geographi al point to another, as happens in ommuni ations, or in time, for example, when
writing or reading les from a hard disk in the omputer.
The most important measures of information are entropy and mutual information. Information (Shannon)
entropy, H(·), is a measure of the amount of un ertainty

in a random variable, indi ating how easily data an be
ompressed. Mutual information quanties the amount
of information in ommon between two random variables
and it is used to upper bound the attainable rate of information transferred a ross a hannel. To put dierently,
mutual information, I(X; Y ), measures the amount of information that an be obtained about one random variable (the hannel input X ) by observing another (the
output Y ). A basi property of the mutual information
is that I(X; Y ) = H(X) − H(X|Y ), hen e knowing Y ,
we an save an average of I(X; Y ) bits in en oding X
ompared to not knowing Y .
The ar hetypal Gaussian hannel is one of the most
popular models in the eld of informati s and it arises in
numerous appli ations in information pro essing, modeling the relation between the latent input and the orrupted observed output [8℄. Consider a real-valued hannel with input and output random variables X and Y ,
respe tively, of the form
Y = X + N,

(1)

where N ∼ N (0, 1/snr) is a Gaussian noise independent
of X , and snr ≥ 0 is the hannel's signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR). The input is taken from a probability distribution
P (X) with a bounded se ond moment. In this Letter,
random variables are denoted by upper ase letters and
their values denoted by lower ase letters.
The Gaussian hannel (1) an be also viewed as a physi al system [9, 10, 11℄, operating under the laws of thermodynami s. The mi rostates of the thermal system are
equivalent to the hidden values of the input X . A omparison of the hannel's a-posteriori probability distribution, given by Bayes' law
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Re alling that a ording to the rst law dU = dQ onludes the generalized se ond thermodynami law
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Figure 1: A s hemati ommuni ation-heat-engine. H/C denote Hot/Cold temperatures.

Note that the rst law remains unae ted, dU = dQ,
sin e both ways of heat ow absorption into the system
are eventually ontributing to the average internal energy
U . The generalized se ond law spe ies the traje tory,
the weight of ea h one of the two possible heat ows, at
a given temperature.
The temperature, originally dened by the se ond law
as T = dQ/dS , is redened now as
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In order to apture the temperature-dependent nature
of the energy in systems like the ommuni ation hannel,
we generalize the formulation of the se ond law of thermodynami s dS = dQ/T . The dierential of the partition fun tion's logarithm, log Z , an be written as

dε
dT
dT

Q−

(3)

The generalized se ond law of thermodynami s (3) has
a lear physi al interpretation. For simpli ity, let us assume that an examined system is hara terized by a omb
of dis rete energy levels E1, E2, . . . . The heat absorbed
into the T -dependent system has the following dual ee t:
A rst ontribution of the heat, dU − < dE(X)/dT > dT ,
in reases the temperature of the system while the se ond ontribution, < dE(X)/dT > dT , goes for shifting
the energy omb. However, the shift of the energy
omb does not ae t the entropy, sin e the o upation
of ea h energy level remains the same, and the entropy
is independent of the energy values whi h stand behind
the labels E1, E2, . . .. The hange in the entropy an
be done only by moving part of the o upation of one
tooth of the energy omb to the neighboring teeth, and
this an be a hieved only by hanging the temperature.
Hen e, the ee tive heat ontributing to the entropy is
dQ− < dE(X)/dT > dT , and this is the physi al explanation to the generalized se ond law (3). A s hemati
pi ture of ommuni ation-heat-engine is depi ted in Figure 1, where the heat devoted to the hange of the Hamiltonian is denoted by the term `working hannel'.

(4)

This redenition has a more omplex form and involves
an impli it fun tion of T , sin e the temperature appears
on both sides of the equation. Note that the form of the
denominator of (4) resembles an e ien y fa tor of the
ommuni ation-heat-engine, and will be dis ussed at the
on luding paragraphs.
Based on the generalized se ond law, a thermodynami expression for the mutual information of quasistati ommuni ation hannels an be derived. To make
the derivation intelligible we start with the thermodynami expression for the mutual information in the ase
of a temperature-independent Hamiltonian.
The entropy integral obtained from ombining the
three laws of thermodynami s for the thermal system being equivalent to the Gaussian hannel, is
S(β) = S(X|Y = y; β) = −

where

the
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energy,
is the energy
averaged over all possible values of X , given y. In this
ontribution, the symbol EX {·} denotes expe tation
of the random obje t within the bra kets with respe t
to the subs ript random variable. The posterior information (Shannon) entropy, H(X|Y ; β), (in nats) of
the hannel an be expressed via the thermodynami
entropy onditioned on Y = y , S(X|Y = y; β), as
U (Y = y; β) = EX|Y {E(X|Y = y)},

H(X|Y ; β) = EY {S(X|Y = y; β)}
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The input's entropy an also be reformulated in a similar
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manner, sin e H(X) = H(X|Y ; β = 0). Hen e,
H(X) = −EY
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Now, the input-output mutual information an be des ribed via thermodynami quantities, namely the energy, E , and inverse temperature, β , as
I(X; Y ) = I(β) , H(X) − H(X|Y ; β)
(Z
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For the generalized se ond thermodynami law one has
to insert the ee tive heat ontribution to the entropy
and the mutual information is given by

β
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(6)
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Note that this thermodynami expression for the mutual
information holds for any hannel whi h an be des ribed
by a thermal system exhibiting quasi-stati heat transfer.
For the Gaussian hannel with a standard Gaussian input, N (0, 1), we get log(P (X))/β = −x2 /(2β)
and the energy (2) of the Gaussian hannel system be omes an expli it fun tion of β , given
by
E(X = x|Y = y; β) = −xy + x2 (1 + β)/2β .
The derivative of this fun tion with respe t to
β
yields
dE(X = x|Y = y; β)/dβ = −x2 /(2β 2 ).
The a-posteriori probability density fun tion is
p(X = x|Y = y; β) = N (βy/(1 + β), 1/(1 + β)). Hen e,
the internal energy is
U (Y = y; β) = EX|Y {E(X|Y = y; β)} = −

y2β
1
+ .
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The derivative of the energy averaged over all possible
inputs is
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and the marginal probability density fun tion of the output is given by p(Y = y) = N (0, (1 + β)/β). In orporating all these results into the mutual information expression (6) one an easily show that
I(X; Y ) =

1
log (1 + β),
2

and the elebrated formula for the Shannon apa ity [7℄
is derived from the perspe tive of thermodynami s.

For the Gaussian hannel with Bernoulli-1/2 input,
P (X = 1) = P (X = −1) = 1/2, the X 2 /2 = 1/2
and log P (X = x)/β terms of the Gaussian hannel's
energy (2) are independent of X and an be an eled
out by the same terms oming from the partition
fun tion, leaving us with the expression, independent
of β , E(X = x|Y = y) = −xy . The internal energy
is
U (Y = y; β) = EX|Y {E(X|Y = y)} = −y tanh(βy)
and the marginal probability density fun tion
of√ the √output is then given by p(Y = y) =
( β/(2 2π))[exp(−β(y − 1)2 /2) + exp(−β(y + 1)2 /2)].
In orporating these denitions into eq. (5) for the ase of
energy fun tion whi h is independent of the temperature
one an verify that

i.e.
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whi h is identi al to the known Shannon-theoreti result
(see, e.g., [12, eq. (18)℄ and [13, p. 274℄).
We turn now to a dis ussion on the physi al impli ation of the generalized se ond thermodynami law and
the redenition of the temperature.
At equilibrium, a system with a T -dependent Hamiltonian is o upying the ma ros opi state whi h maximizes the entropy. We argue that su h generalized systems obey the following traditional physi al pi ture: (a)
Two systems whi h are in thermal onta t and at equilibrium have the same (redened) temperature. (b) For
two systems whi h are in thermal onta t and at generalized temperature T1 and T2 , heat always ows from
high temperature to low temperature. In addition to this
traditional pi ture, ( ) systems fullling < dE/dT > ≥ 0
a hieve an equilibrium state, whereas systems obeying
< dE/dT > < 0 are unstable to thermal u tuations,
hen e annot des ribe a physi al system at equilibrium.
For generalized systems, the redened inverse temperature is 1/T = dS/[dQ− < dE/dT > dT ]. Hen e, β has
the same meaning as for the lassi al se ond law but with
an ee tive heat ontributing to the entropy. When two
systems are in thermal onta t the total hange in the
entropy is dS = dS1 + dS2 . A ne essary ondition for a
maximum of the total entropy, dS , is that the slope of
the entropy with an ee tive heat is the same for both
systems. Otherwise, heat will ow from a system with
the lower slope to the one with the higher slope and the
total entropy will in rease. Hen e it is lear that at a
thermal equilibrium the redened temperatures of the
two systems have to obey T1 = T2 as for the onventional
thermodynami pi ture.
We present now a self- onsistent argument to prove
that a generalized system is unstable in the event of
< dE/dT > < 0. Assume a generalized system is in thermal equilibrium with a reservoir, and time-dependent
u tuations (of heat transfers) between the measured
system and the reservoir. Flu tuations that in rease
(de rease) the internal energy of the generalized system
move the energy omb to `right' (`left'), su h that a higher
(lower) energy is assigned to ea h one of the teeth of the
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omb. For any ma ros opi state there is a degenera y,
, many mi ros opi states obeying the same ma ros opi parameters. We assume that the degenera y of
the system in reases in a move to the right tooth, orresponding to a relatively higher energy level.
For the simpli ity of the dis ussion below, assume that
the generalized system is always o upying one tooth of
the energy omb only. In an event where the system absorbs some heat from the reservoir by u tuations, there
are two `options' for the system how to `invest' the absorbing heat. The rst option is to move the energy omb
to the `right', and the se ond one is to keep the urrent
position of the energy omb, but to move the system to
a higher (right position) tooth. The rst option does
not hange the entropy, while the se ond one in reases
the entropy. Hen e, the system adopts the se ond option. Similarly when the system omits heat to the reservoir the system prefers to move the energy omb to the
`left', instead of moving to a lower tooth. Su h pro esses
will repeat again and again, until the energy omb saturates the leftmost position, and the system moves to
the highest-energy tooth, independent of the temperature of the reservoir. When the `left' move of the energy omb is unbounded, the pro ess will not terminate.
Note that indeed for the Gaussian hannel (see eq. 2)
< dE/dT >=< x2 /2 > > 0, and the system a hieves an
equilibrium state.
Let us examine now two systems at T1 < T2 ,
< dE1 /dT1 > > 0 and < dE2 /dT2 > > 0. Assume selfonsistently that the rst (se ond) system absorbs
(emits) heat. The total hange in the entropy an be
expressed as

where it is lear that dT1 > 0 and dT2 < 0. (If dT1 < 0
then the rst system absorbs more heat than dQ, i.e.,
dQ− < dE1 /dT1 > dT1 .) Now it an be easily veried
that the last term (se ond line) of the r.h.s of (7) is negative. Hen e, a ne essary ondition for the total entropy,

dS , to be positive is that the rst term of the r.h.s. of
(7) is positive, T2 > T1 , implying that heat ows from
high to low temperatures.
T -dependent (independent) Hamiltonians arise also for
dis rete ( ontinuous) input symbols. An example for
su h T -dependent Hamiltonians is the Gaussian hannels with non-equiprobable binary inputs, P (±1) 6= 1/2,
whereas an example for a T -independent Hamiltonian
is the Gaussian hannel with a uniform input distribution. It is lear that the hara terization of ommuni ation hannels with T -dependent/independent Hamiltonians does not follow the type of the input/output symbols.
What is the origin, from the point of view of physi s, for
the T -dependent Hamiltonians? In order to answer this
question one has to examine a possible oni t between
the nature of the heat and the onstraint imposed by the
ommuni ation hannel.
For a ommuni ation hannel governed by a T dependent Hamiltonian, e.g. eq. (2), the distribution of a
mi ros opi state exp(−βH) ∝ P (X) whi h is independent of β . This is a nonphysi al postulate assigned to
the hidden values of the input X , a degree of freedom
in the physi al system. The distribution of a degree of
freedom (e.g., spin) governed by a Hamiltonian system
with/without an inversion symmetry an be nonuniform,
but it always depends on the temperature. There is a
natural distribution inspired by the heat and a distribution imposed by the ommuni ation hannel. In ase of
a oni t between these two distributions the onstraint
imposed by the hannel wins, and the system has to devote some heat to implement it. A heat `piston' is required to bend the natural heat-distribution to that of
the hannel, and this is the origin for the working hannel by the ommuni ation-heat-engine (Figure 1).
The non-prefe t ommuni ation-heat-engine has also
a meaningful ngerprint in the additional (third term)
of the generalized mutual information, eq. (6), whi h
is negative sin e < dE/dβ > < 0, (< dE/dT > > 0). It
indi ates that the waste of heat playing against the laws
of nature de reases the mutual information in omparison
to the same model ( ommuni ation hannel) with the
la k of the T -dependent term in the Hamiltonian.
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